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Criminality has been observing over period of time as a social evil, since from the civilization holy sculptures and scriptures 
also give an account of crime and origin of criminality. Human to satisfy the greed and needs becoming antisocial animal the 
evil of criminality is not limited to common man. Which has often said that economic insecurity like poverty makes man greedy 
and influences him to adopt anti social behavior but it is also true that people who are in higher social strata also becoming 
prone to antisocial activities.

Crime is defined as law breaking act, however criminality is the behavior of committing crime. It is universal in nature. In the 
words of Aristotle “Poverty is the parent of revolution and crime” it is true that poverty , lack of basic needs , difficulty in 
livelihood triggers mind of human to fell in illegitimate way to acquire wellbeing of self. Apart from poverty there is an added 
reason behind crime, as to mention, Situation; here referred as Self defense, & Accidental, other is Influence; here referred as 
Greed, Terror light, Soul motivation& Chain 'Cs' veil. These are the observed reasons behind a crime. In this computer era 
culprits are finding reasons to commit crime, thus there will be also other reasons behind a crime. Human to satisfy the greed 
and needs becoming antisocial animal the evil of criminality is not limited to common man. 

?Situation
?Changing Criminal Profile 
?Causes Of Changing Criminal Profile 

The crime is natural social phenomena, as of this world related criminality deeply rooted in the mind of all people. The 
individual is of first importance, not the system; and as long as the individual does not understand the total process of himself, 
no system, where of the left or of the right, can bring order and peace to the world. Changing social norms making human more 
greed and selfish and which leading him in commit the dangerous crime. Irony here is most educated ones are more involving 
in the criminal act than that of illiterates. 
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